ABSTRACT. This paper completely answers the question of when contact (r)-surgery on a Legendrian knot in the standard contact structure on S 3 yields a symplectically fillable contact manifold for r ∈ (0, 1]. We also give obstructions for other positive r and investigate Lagrangian fillings of Legendrian knots.
INTRODUCTION
An interesting and much studied question asks what properties are preserved under various types of contact surgeries. This has been extensively studied for contact (−1)-surgeries, that is, Legendrian surgery. For example it is known that any type of symplectic fillability is preserved [18, 43] , as is non-vanishing of the Heegaard Floer invariant [39] , and tightness [42] ; on the other hand universal tightness is not preserved [26] . Less is known about positive contact surgeries, thought there are some results about the non-vanishing of the Heegaard Floer contact invariant [25, 33] . In this paper we completely answer the question of when fillability is preserved under (r)-contact surgeries on knots in the standard contact structure on S 3 , for r ∈ (0, 1]. We also give many examples and constructions of Legendrian knots on which contact (+1)-surgery yields a symplectically fillable contact structure. We also discuss obstructions to certain contact surgeries being symplectically fillable.
There are several results showing that contact (+1)-surgery on certain knots results in a symplectically non-fillable contact structure [30, 31, 37] . At the 2017 International Georgia Topology conference, Ko Honda asked if there were any Legendrian knots in S 3 on which contact (+1)-surgery produces a fillable contact structure. The only obvious such knot was the maximal Thurston-Bennequin unknot. Further investigation yields the following complete answer. Theorem 1.1. Let L be a Legendrian knot in (S 3 , ξ std ). For r ∈ (0, 1], contact (r)-surgery on L is strongly symplectically fillable if and only if r = 1 and L bounds a Lagrangian disk in (B 4 , ω std ).
Any such minimal filling will be an exact symplectic filling and have the homology of S 1 × D 3 . Moreover, the filling can be taken to be a Stein filling if and only if L bounds a decomposable Lagrangian disk in (B 4 , ω std ).
Recall that a Lagrangian disk is decomposable if it can be constructed from maximal ThurstonBennequin unknots by "pinch moves" and Legendrian isotopy. It is currently unknown if every Lagrangian disk in B 4 is decomposable. See Section 3.2 for more details on decomposable Lagrangian submanifolds.
Remark 1.2. The proof of Theorem 1.1 allows the following generalization to weak symplectic fillings : for r ∈ (0, 1], contact (r)-surgery on L is weakly symplectically fillable if and only if r = 1 and L bounds a null-homologous Lagrangian disk in some blow-up of (B 4 , ω std ). This implies that tb(L) = −1, rot(L) = 0, and τ (L) = 0. We do not know whether there are any examples of such L that do not also bound Lagrangian disks in (B 4 , ω std ). Remark 1.3. If r is not 1/n for some integer n, then contact (r)-surgery is not uniquely defined but depends on choices of stabilizations of the Legendrian knot and its Legendrian push-offs [11] . We are particularly interested in the choice corresponding to inadmissible transverse surgery [6] , as this seems the most natural and is the one most studied [25, 31, 33] .
This theorem immediately gives the following obstructions to a knot having a strongly fillable contact (+1)-surgery. Proof. Since L bounds a Lagrangian disk in the 4-ball it is clearly slice. It is also easy to compute that the Thurston-Bennequin invariant is −1 and the rotation class is 0, see [4] . Since L is slice, τ (L) = 0 and (L) = 0 by [28] . A Lagrangian filling of a Legendrian knot can be perturbed to be a symplectic filling (and hence a complex filling) of the transverse push-off of L, so L is quasi-positive, see [2] .
1.1. Legendrian knots bounding Lagrangian disks. As indicated above, there are many knots that satisfy the condition of Theorem 1.1, although there are not too many with small crossing number. In [8] it was shown that for knots with 12 or fewer crossings, the only examples are 9 46 , 10 140 , 11n 139 , 12n 582 , 12n 768 , and 12n 838 , see Figure 1 . Here, the names are the ones given in KnotInfo [3] , and a bar over the name indicates the mirror of that knot. There are 17 knots with 13 or 14 crossings also that have Legendrian representatives that bound decomposable Lagrangian disks. The connected sum and certain cables of Legendrian knots bounding Lagrangian disks also bound Lagrangian disks. Specifically, it is easy to prove the following result. Proposition 1.6. If L and L are Legendrian knots in the boundary of a symplectic manifold with convex boundary (X, ω), and they bound disjoint (decomposable) Lagrangian disks, then L#L also bounds a (decomposable) Lagrangian disk.
For cables we have the following. Proposition 1.7. Let (M, ξ) be a contact 3-manifold manifold with symplectic filling (X, ω). If L is a Legendrian knot in (M, ξ) that bounds a (decomposable) Lagrangian disk in (X, ω), then the (n, 1)-cable of L also bounds a (decomposable) Lagrangian disk in (X, ω).
An example of this is the (3, 1)-cable of the mirror of the 9 46 knot, shown in Figure 2 . In [45] , Yasui showed how to build other Legendrian knots that bound Lagrangian disks. This technique was further explored by McCullough in [34] . In the latter work, it is shown that all ribbon knots can be described as follows. [34] ). Let K be a ribbon knot in S 3 . There is a handle presentation of B 4 consisting of one 0-handle, and n cancelling 1, 2-handle pairs. In this handlebody, there is an unknot in the boundary of the 0-handle that is disjoint from the 1 and 2-handles, such that when the 1 and 2-handles are cancelled, the unknot becomes K. Theorem 1.8 was inspired by Yasui's example shown in Figure 3 that also illustrates what the theorem says. Notice that the complement of the slice disk has a handle presentation obtained by turning the unknot in the diagram into a 1-handle by putting a dot on the unknot (that is using dotted circle notation for 1-handles).
Theorem 1.8 (McCullough 2017,
Given a presentation for a ribbon knot as in Theorem 1.8, then if the link to which the 2-handles are attached can be Legendrian realized so that Legendrian surgery gives the desired smooth surgery, then we have a Stein presentation of the standard symplectic structure on the 4-ball. Moreover, if the above can be done so that the unknot in the picture can be Legendrian realized with tb = −1, then it will bound a Lagrangian disk in the Stein manifold (since the maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant unknot in the boundary of the 0-handle bounds such a disk). The Stein 1 and 2-handles can be cancelled to produce the standard picture of the 4-ball. After this cancellation the unknot becomes a Legendrian presentation of K that clearly bounds a Lagrangian disk (since the knot before cancellation did). See Figure 4 for an example of this that originally appeared in [45] . Removing a neighborhood of the Lagrangian disk that K bounds results in a Stein manifold with Kirby diagram obtained from the Stein presentation of the 4-ball by turning the unknot into a 1-handle (that is putting a dot on the unknot). Notice that the boundary of this Stein manifold is the result of contact (+1)-surgery on K (this is smooth 0-surgery on K).
The above construction yields many Legendrian knots bounding Lagrangian disks. In fact, it generates all such knots bounded decomposable Lagrangian disks. Theorem 1.9. A Legendrian knot L in (S 3 , ξ std ) bounds a decomposable Lagrangian disk in (B 4 , ω std ) if and only if it comes from the above construction. Remark 1.10. We end by noting that for certain Legendrian knots L bounding Lagrangian disks constructed as above, Yasui shows how to create a Lagrangian representative of the (n, −1)-cable of L that also bounds a Lagrangian disk. This is quite interesting as our construction in Proposition 1.7 will produce a Lagrangian disk with boundary the (n, 1)-cable of any Legendrian knot L bounding a Lagrangian disk. We do not see any relation between these two constructions, nor a simple geometric construction of the Lagrangian disks coming from Yasui's construction.
Larger contact surgeries.
Having completely answered the question of when contact (r)-surgery on L ⊂ (S 3 , ξ std ) is symplectically fillable for r ≤ 1, it is natural to ask what happens for r > 1.
We begin by noticing that in certain cases, one can get symplectically fillable contact structures for sufficiently large r. Proposition 1.11. For a positive (p, q)-torus knot with maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant, contact (r)-surgery will give a Stein fillable contact structure if r ≥ p + q − 1.
Additionally, for the (2, 2n + 1)-torus knot with maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant, contact (r)-surgery is tight for all r > 0, and is symplectically (and Stein) fillable if and only if r ≥ 2n + 1.
We now look at topological obstructions to the symplectic fillability of contact (r)-surgery on L. Theorem 1.12. Let L be a Legendrian knot in the standard contact 3-sphere (S 3 , ξ std ). If contact (r)-surgery is symplectically fillable for some r > 0, then the underlying knot type of L bounds a smooth disk in B 4 blown-up some number of times.
This geometric observation can be turned into an effective lower bound on the framing of surgeries that result in a symplectically fillable contact structure. To state the result, we first define a function f : N → Z by letting f (t) be the minimum of d 2 i over finite tuples (d 1 , . . . , d m ) of non-negative integers satisfying
We do not have a closed-form description of f , but one can work out that f takes the values 0, 4, 8, 9, 13, and 16 for t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. It is not hard to see that if we allow real values for d i , then the minimum of d 2 i occurs when m = 1 and d 1 = d, and satisfies
Note that we do not claim that contact (r)-surgery is symplectically fillable when r > f (τ ) − tb(L) − 1. This obstruction is best seen as a topological one, since tb(L) + r is the smooth surgery coefficient corresponding to contact (r)-surgery on L.
We notice that although for many Legendrian knots, even stabilized ones, sufficiently large contact surgeries are tight, there are also knot types with no tight positive contact surgery on any Legendrian representative, such as the figure-eight knot [7] .
The above observations lead us to the following questions.
Question 1.
Given a Legendrian knot L in (S 3 , ξ std ) for which some positive contact surgeries are tight, are sufficiently large positive contact surgeries fillable?
Proposition 1.11 implies that the unknot, the (2, 3)-torus knot, and the (2, 5)-torus knot give a positive answer to Question 2 for τ = 0, 1, and
It is also interesting to consider positive contact surgeries in other contact manifolds.
Question 3. Given a tight contact manifold, what criteria will determine whether contact (r)-surgery for r > 0 is fillable?
We note that this question for r = 1 seems related to the classification of fillings of a contact manifold. For example, it is known that all the contact structures on L(p, 1) have a unique Stein filling, given by a disk bundle X −p over S 2 with Euler number −p, except L(4, 1) with the universally tight structure has two fillings, one by the disk bundle D −4 and one by a rational homology ball B 4 , [35, 40] . It is also well-known that all these contact structures are supported by planar open books, cf [15] . A result of Wendl [44] says that any minimal symplectic filling of a contact structure supported by a planar open book can be deformed into a Stein filling. The arguments in the proof of Theorem 1.1 yield the following result. Theorem 1.14. Let L be a Legendrian knot in a lens space L(p, 1) with tight contact structure ξ. When ξ is not the universally tight contact structure on L(4, 1) then the result of contact (+1)-surgery on L bounds a symplectic manifold if and only if L bounds a Lagrangian disk in the disk bundle X −p (with the unique Stein structure filling (L(p, 1), ξ)). When ξ is the universally tight contact structure on L(4, 1) then the result of contact (+1)-surgery on L bounds a symplectic manifold if and only if L bounds a Lagrangian disk in the disk bundle X −p (with the unique Stein structure filling (L(p, 1), ξ)) or the rational homology ball B −4 .
Some of the other results above extend to this case too.
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BACKGROUND
In this section we review contact surgery on Legendrian knots, Weinstein handle attachments, and admissible surgery on transverse knots.
Contact surgery.
We refer the reader to [11] for details on contact surgery and [16, 17] for details on Legendrian knots, but briefly recall the relevant features here.
A Legendrian knot L in a contact 3-manifold (M, ξ) has a standard neighborhood N that is a solid torus with convex boundary. The dividing curves on the boundary of N consist of two curves of slope tb(L). Using Giroux realization, the characteristic foliation on ∂N can be assumed to consist of two lines of singularities (called Legendrian divides) parallel to the dividing curves, and the rest of the foliation is non-singular and consists of curves of any slope but the dividing slope (these are called ruling curves). We note that each Legendrian divide is Legendrian isotopic to L in N . Moreover, ∂N has a neighborhood in N of the form (∂N ) × [1/2, 1], with ∂N = (∂N ) × {1} so that the contact structure is invariant in the [1/2, 1] direction. Thus we have an interval's worth of copies of the Legendrian divide. Any one of these will be called a Legendrian push-off of L.
Given the above set-up, we can remove N from M and then glue in a solid torus S 1 × D 2 so that the meridian is mapped to a curve of slope 1/n on ∂(M − N ). Here we are measuring slopes with respect to the framing coming from the contact planes (so with respect to a Seifert framing, this slope is tb(L) + 1/n). By [24, 29] there is a unique tight contact structure on S 1 × D 2 that extends the contact structure ξ M −N . We call the resulting contact structure the result of contact
It is well-known and easy to show that contact (1/n)-surgery on L for ±n > 1 is equivalent to contact (±1)-surgery on |n| parallel push-offs of L. Moreover, the result of contact (±1)-surgery on a Legendrian push-off of L cancels the result of contact (∓1)-surgery on L.
We can also perform contact (r)-surgery on L for any r = 0, but when r = 1/n, there is not a unique choice for the contact structure on the resulting manifold (there are choices for the extension of ξ M −N over the surgery solid torus). In these cases, we will always consider the tight contact structure on the torus with maximally negative relative Euler class. This choice agrees with those studied in the Heegaard Floer literature [25, 31, 33] and corresponds to inadmissible transverse surgery [6] . In the language of [11] we choose all stabilizations of the Legendrian knots to be negative. For example, contact (n)-surgery on L, for an integer n > 1, is achieved by taking a push-off of L and stabilizing it once negatively to get L , then do contact (+1)-surgery on L, and (−1)-surgery on L and on n − 2 Legendrian push-offs of L .
Weinstein handles.
In several of our constructions below, we will need a very careful description of Weinstein handles. Details can be found in the original paper [43] or the recent book [5] . We will restrict our attention to the 4-dimensional setting.
Models for the handles will all be contained in R 4 with the symplectic structure
Weinstein 1-handles: Consider the hypersurfaces that contains the origin. The core of the handle is C = H 1 ∩ {x 1 = x 2 = y 1 = 0}. It should be clear that C is an isotropic submanifold. The attaching sphere for the handle will be a = C ∩ S 1 . We also set A = S 1 ∩ H 1 , and call it the attaching region. Notice that by an appropriate choice of and δ, we can arrange for A to be contained in any given neighborhood of a in S 1 .
is a Liouville vector field for ω. Since it is transverse to both S 1 and S 2 -pointing into H 1 along A and out of H 1 on the rest of the boundary -there is an induced contact structure on A and (∂H 1 ) − A.
Given a symplectic 4-manifold (X, ω) with convex boundary and two points in ∂X we can find a contactomorphism from A to a neighborhood of the points and use this to attach the handle H 1 to X, resulting in a new symplectic manifold with convex boundary. We will need a relative version of this handle attachment as well. To this end notice that L = {x 1 = x 2 = 0} ∩ H 1 is a Lagrangian disk and A = L∩A is the union of two Legendrian arcs, as is B = L∩((∂H 1 )−A). Given a Legendrian link K in ∂X bounding a Lagrangian submanifold L K in X that is transverse to ∂X, and given any two points on K, there is a contactomorphism from A to a neighborhood of these points taking A to arcs on K containing the points. We can use this contactomorphism to attach a Weinstein 1-handle to X to obtain X and simultaneously attach the Lagrangian 1-handle L to L K . The boundary of this new Lagrangian in ∂X is a Legendrian link obtained from K by surgery on the two points.
Weinstein 2-handles: Consider the hypersurfaces that contains the origin. The core of the handle is C = H 2 ∩ {x 1 = x 2 = 0} and the co-core is K = H 2 ∩ {y 1 = y 2 = 0}. It should be clear that C and K are Lagrangian submanifolds. The attaching sphere for the handle will be a = C ∩ S 1 . We also set A = S 1 ∩ H 1 , and call it the attaching region. Notice that by an appropriate choice of and δ, we can arrange for A to be contained in any given neighborhood of a in S 1 .
The vector field v = 2x 1 ∂ x 1 +2x 2 ∂ x 2 −y 1 ∂ y 1 −y 2 ∂ y 2 is a Liouville field for ω. Since it is transverse to both S 1 and S 2 -pointing into H 1 along A and out of H 1 on the rest of the boundary -there is an induced contact structure on A and (∂H 1 ) − A.
Given a symplectic 4-manifold (X, ω) with convex boundary and a Legendrian knot K in ∂X, we can find a contactomorphism from A to a neighborhood of K, and use this contactomorphism to attach the 2-handle H 2 to X to get a new symplectic manifold X with convex boundary. It is well-known and easy to check that ∂X is obtained from ∂X by contact (−1)-surgery on K, [26] .
We note that the boundary of the co-core ∂K is a Legendrian knot in ∂X and is isotopic to a Legendrian push-off of K. Moreover, inside any open set containing K in X , one may find a neighborhood of K that, when removed from X , results in a symplectic manifold X with convex boundary. Clearly X is diffeomorphic to X (although the symplectic structure has been deformed). It is well-known and easy to check that ∂X is obtained from ∂X by contact (+1)-surgery on ∂K.
To prove our main theorem about (+1)-contact surgeries we need the following simple observation (this result originally appeared in [9] , attributed to the second author of this paper).
Lemma 2.1. Let (X, ω) be a strong symplectic filling of the contact manifold (M, ξ) and (X , ω ) the result of attaching a Weinstein 2-handle. If (X, ω) is minimal, then so is (X , ω ).
Proof. Since (X, ω) has a strongly convex boundary, there is a neighborhood N of M in X that is symplectomorphic to a piece of the symplectization of (M, ξ). The Weinstein 2-handle is attached to N to create a manifold N ⊂ X . One can choose an almost complex structure on X that is compatible with ω and is a complex structure on N , that is, N can be taken to be a Stein cobordism, [5] , and thus there is a pluri-subharmonic function φ : N → R with the boundary components of N being level sets of φ. Now assume that (X , ω ) is not minimal. Then there is a pseudo-holomorphic sphere S in X , [41] . If S is disjoint from N then it lies entirely in X, which contradicts the minimality of (X, ω). Thus S must non-trivially intersect N . We may assume that S intersects the lower boundary of N transversely, so S ∩ N is a pseudo-holomorphic embedding in N with boundary in the lower boundary component of N . Thus, there will be a maximum of φ on S at an interior point of S ∩ N . This contradicts the fact that φ is pluri-subharmonic. Thus (X , ω ) is minimal.
2.3. Transverse surgery. As an auxiliary tool in our study of surgeries on Legendrian knots we need to consider surgeries on transverse knots. We briefly recall admissible transverse surgery here, see [1] for more details.
Let T be a transverse knot in a contact 3-manifold (M, ξ), and fix a framing of T against which we will measure all our slopes. There is a neighborhood N of T in M and some R < π such that N is contactomorphic to S 1 × D 2 R with the contact structure ξ cyl = ker(cos r dφ + r sin r dθ), where D 2 R is a disk of radius R, and where the fixed framing is taken to the product structure on
R sin R , then we call p q an admissible slope, and there is a unique radius r 0 such that the torus T p/q = {r = r 0 } in S 1 × D 2 has characteristic foliation of curves of slope p q (that is, p meridians and q longitudes, using the fixed framing). Removing the interior of the solid torus that T p/q bounds and collapsing the leaves of the characteristic foliation on T p/q (technically this is performing a contact cut) will result in a manifold M p/q obtained from M by p q surgery on T that supports a contact structure ξ p/q such that ξ p/q agrees with ξ on the complement of T , which is the image of T p/q in M p/q . Notice that T is a transverse knot in (M p/q , ξ p/q ). We say (M p/q , ξ p/q ) is obtained from (M, ξ) by admissible transverse surgery on T with slope p q . In [21] , David Gay showed how to attach symplectic 2-handles along transverse knots. (Gay 2002, [21] ). Let (X, ω) be a symplectic manifold with strongly convex boundary. Let T be a transverse knot in ∂X, and let F be a framing of T . If 0 is an admissible slope (when using F as the fixed framing), then there is a symplectic structure on the manifold Y obtained from X by attaching a 2-handle to T with framing 0, that has weakly convex boundary, and the contact structure on ∂Y is obtained from the contact structure on ∂X by admissible transverse surgery on T with slope 0.
Theorem 2.2
When discussing slopes on tori it will be useful to consider the Farey tessellation, see [29] for more details. Recall this is a tessellation of the unit disk D 2 formed as follows. Label (0, 1) by 0, (0, −1) by ∞, and draw a hyperbolic geodesic connecting them. Then for a point on ∂D 2 with positive x-coordinate that is half-way between two points that are already labeled with p/q and p /q , we label that point by (p + p )/(q + q ) and connect it to the two points by hyperbolic geodesics (here 0 = 0/1 and ∞ = 1/0). Do the same for points with negative x-coordinate by considering ∞ = −1/0. All the rational numbers will show up labeling some point, they will appear in order, and two will be connected by a geodesic if and only if the vectors corresponding to the slopes form a basis for Z 2 (here the vector corresponding to p/q has coordinates p and q). Given a torus T 2 and a basis for H 1 (T 2 ), the slopes correspond to elements of the first homology. Moreover, if we have chosen a basis for H 1 (S 1 × D 2 ) so that the meridian has slope r/s then the longitudes for the torus will be exactly those slopes that have an edge to r/s in the Farey tessellation.
It will also be useful to know how to relate neighborhoods of transverse and Legendrian knots. Let L be a Legendrian knot and N a standard neighborhood of L with convex boundary having dividing curves giving the framing F . We will label all slopes using a basis for H 1 (T 2 ) coming from the framing on N -0 corresponds to F , and ∞ corresponds to the meridional slope of L -and slopes are represented on S 1 as in the Farey tessellation. There is a transverse push-off L t of L in N , see [17] 3 . Recall that at the end of Section 2.1, we specified that in this paper, the contact structure on the result of contact (r)-surgery on a Legendrian knot always refers to the contact structure on the surgered manifold which when restricted to the surgery torus has maximally negative relative Euler class. The above properties of T are true only for this choice.
Instead of doing admissible transverse surgery on T , Baldwin and Etnyre showed in [1] that for certain s, the same result can achieved via Legendrian surgery. 
LAGRANGIAN FILLINGS
In this section we begin by constructing standard neighborhoods of Lagrangian disks in symplectic manifolds, and then turn to a discussion of decomposable and regular Lagrangian submanifolds.
3.1. Neighborhoods of Lagrangian disks. We will need to understand the effect of removing Lagrangian disks from a symplectic manifold. The main result along these lines is the following. Theorem 3.1. Let (X, ω) be a symplectic manifold with convex boundary. If D is a Lagrangian disk properly embedded in X and transverse to the boundary, then there is a neighborhood N of D in X such that (X = X − N , ω = ω| X ) is a symplectic manifold with convex boundary and the contact manifold ∂X is obtained from the contact manifold ∂X by contact (+1)-surgery on ∂D. Moreover, if X had strongly convex boundary then so does X .
We will need two preliminary lemmas. Lemma 3.2 (Etnyre, Lidman, and Ng 2017, [20] ). Let (X, ω) be a symplectic manifold with convex boundary and L a Lagrangian submanifold properly embedded in X that is transverse to ∂X. Then there is a Liouville vector field v defined near ∂L that is tangent to L. Moreover, if (X, ω) is a strong filling of ∂X then v may be extended to a Liouville vector field near ∂X. Lemma 3.3. Let (X, ω) be a symplectic manifold with convex boundary and D a Lagrangian disk in X that is transverse to ∂X. Then D has a neighborhood N symplectomorphic to a neighborhood of the co-core of a Weinstein 2-handle. Moreover, if X has strongly convex boundary then we can assume the Liouville vector field for X near ∂X and that on the 2-handle agree near ∂D.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In Section 2.2 we discussed the effect of removing the co-core of a Weinstein 2-handle. This discussion caries over to a neighborhood of a general Lagrangian disk by Lemma 3.3.
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Let (H 2 , ω 2 ) be a Weinstein 2-handle as discussed in Section 2.2; we will use notation from that section for the co-core K and other parts of the handle. There is an expanding vector field v for a neighborhood of ∂D in ∂X, and let v 2 be the expanding vector field for H 2 discussed in Section 2.2. Using Lemma 3.2 we can assume that the v is tangent to D near ∂D. The 1-form α 1 = ι v ω is a contact form for the contact structure on ∂X near ∂D, and α 2 = ι v 2 ω 2 is a contact form for a neighborhood of the boundary of the co-core in ∂H 2 .
We will construct our symplectomorphism in three steps.
Step 1: Construct a neighborhood U of ∂D in ∂X, a neighborhood U of ∂K in ∂H 2 , and a diffeomorphism f : U → U such that f * α 1 = α 2 and f (∂K) = ∂D.
There is an annulus A containing ∂D that is tangent to ξ 1 = ker α 1 along ∂D, transverse to ξ 1 away from ∂D, and transverse to the Reeb vector field for α 1 . Notice that dα 1 is a symplectic form when restricted to A and ∂D is a Lagrangian submanifold in A. We can construct a similar annulus A for ∂K. Since neighborhoods of Lagrangian submanifolds are all standard we can assume the annuli are chosen so there is a symplectomorphism h : A → A taking ∂K to ∂D.
Since the Reeb flow of α i preserves dα i , we can use the Reeb flows to extend h to a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood W of ∂K in ∂H 2 to a neighborhood W of ∂D in ∂X. Clearly h * dα 1 = dα 2 and, moreover, h * α 1 = α 2 along ∂K, since the 1-forms have the same kernel and agree on the Reeb field.
We now construct a diffeomorphism g from a neighborhood U of ∂K to another such neighborhood (both contained in W ) such that g * (h * α 1 ) = α 2 . Then setting f equal to h • g and U = f (U ) will give the claimed contactomorphism. To find g, consider the 1-forms
for s ∈ [0, 1]. On a small enough neighborhood of ∂K, the β s are all contact forms. This is because the contact condition is an open condition, the β s all agree along ∂K, and dβ s is a symplectic form on ker β s for all s.
Notice that d(h * α 1 −α 2 ) = 0 everywhere and h * α 1 −α 2 = 0 along ∂K. Thus, there is a function φ from a neighborhood of ∂K to R such that dφ = −(h * α 1 − α 2 ) and φ = 0 along ∂K.
Denote the Reeb vector field of β s by w s and set u s = φw s . Let ψ s denote the flow of u s , and let U be a neighborhood of ∂K on which the flow is defined up to time s = 1 (since u s is 0 along ∂K there is such a neighborhood). One can compute d ds ((ψ s ) * β s ) = 0. Thus we see that (ψ s ) * β s = β 0 . In particular, setting g = ψ 1 gives the claimed diffeomorphism.
Step 2: Construct neighborhoods V of ∂D in X and V of ∂K in H 2 and a diffeomorphism F : V → V such that U = V ∩ ∂X, U = V ∩ ∂H 2 , F is an extension of f , and F is a symplectomorphism.
The flow of the v 1 and v 2 in X and H 2 , respectively, can be used to extend the neighborhoods U and U , respectively, to neighborhoods V and V . Moreover, the flows allow us to extend f to a diffeomorphism F with the required properties.
Step 3: Extend F to a symplectomorphism F of a neighborhood N of K in H 2 to a neighborhood of D in X. It is clear that F is the desired symplectomorphism.
We can first extend F across the disk K (taking K to D). Then choosing appropriate metrics on H 2 and X, we can use the exponential map to further extend this map to a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood of K to a neighborhood of D so that it agrees with F on V and preserves the symplectic structure along K. It is now a standard application of Moser's technique to isotope the map, relative to D and V , to a symplectomorphism.
Decomposable Lagrangian surfaces.
A systematic way to build Lagrangian surfaces with Legendrian boundary was given in [12] . More specifically, a sequence of the following moves can be used to construct a Lagrangian surface in a piece of the symplectization of a contact manifold, and such a surface will be called a decomposable surface. The sequence of moves are:
(1) Birth of maximal Thurston-Bennequin unknot. To see the Lagrangian cobordisms associated to the above moves, we will build Weinstein handlebody structures on a product cobordism, and for later use, we note that there is a Liouville vector field tangent to the Lagrangian submanifolds.
. Now take a disjoint union of X and B 4 with its standard symplectic structure, and take the obvious Lagrangian disk in B 4 with boundary the unknot. Now attach a Weinstein 1-handle connecting [a, b]×M to B 4 so that the attaching region is disjoint from both L and the Lagrangian disk. The result is a Weinstein structure on [a, b] × M that can be deformed to the standard structure, in which we see a Lagrangian cobordism in which a maximal ThurstonBennequin unknot is born. Notice also that the Liouville vector field of the Weinstein structure is tangent to the Lagrangian cobordism.
Move (2):
The handle addition describing the pinch move is shown in Figure 6 . More specifically, the pinch move applied to L in the contact manifold (M, ξ) is effected by attaching a cancelling pair of 1 and 2-handles to the symplectization [a, b] × M of (M, ξ). To this end, we can find a Darboux ball B in M so that L∩B is seen in the upper left of Figure 6 . Now a Weinstein 1-handle is attached to the symplectization in B. As discussed in Section 2.2, this can be done so that a Lagrangian 1-handle is attached to [a, b] × L, and there is a Liouville vector field tangent to the
FIGURE 6. Sequence of moves constructing a pinch move cobordism. On the upper right, a 1-handle is attached, that is converted to a contact (+1)-surgered 2-handle on the second row, followed by a lightbulb move. On the third row a cancelling 2-handle is added.
Lagrangian cobordism. Let the upper boundary of the Lagrangian be the Legendrian L . See the upper right of Figure 6 . We now will add a canceling Weinstein 2-handle. Before we do this, we alter the representation of of the upper boundary of the symplectic cobordism as shown in the middle row of Figure 6 . Notice that the first diagram in the second row describes the same contact 3-manifold as the diagram in the upper right of the figure, cf. [10] . The next diagram is just an isotopy of L , cf. [26] . Now in the bottom left of Figure 6 the result of attaching a cancelling Weinstein 2-handle is shown. The result is a Weinstein structure on [a, b] × M that can be deformed to the standard structure [5] , in which we see a Lagrangian cobordism in which a pinch move has been done. Notice also that the Liouville vector field of the Weinstein structure is tangent to the Lagrangian cobordism.
Move (3):
In [12] , it was shown how to take a Legendrian isotopy from L to L and create an exact Lagrangian cobordism Λ in a piece of the symplectization ([a, b] × M, ω = dλ), where α is a contact form for our contact structure and λ = e t α (in fact, this was only shown in [12] for M = S 3 , but since any isotopy can be broken into a sequence of isotopies supported in Darboux balls, their statement applies for general M as well). There is a symplectomorphism φ from a neighborhood N of Λ in [a, b]×M to a neighborhood N of the product cobordism [a, b]×Z in the symplectization of the 1-jet space of S 1 (where Z is the zero section of the jet space). Let β be the standard contact form on the jet space, so d(e t β) is the symplectic form on the symplectization. Note that λ = φ * (e t β) is a primitive for ω on N and λ − λ is closed. Moreover, since Λ is exact for both λ and λ , and N is homotopy equivalent to Λ, we see that there is a function h : N → R such that dh = λ − λ. Now if f is a function on M that is 1 near Λ and 0 outside N then λ + d(f h) is a primitive for ω and equal to λ near Λ. Thus (φ −1 ) * (∂ t ) is the Liouville field for λ + d(f h) near Λ and it is tangent to Λ. Thus, we have deformed the Weinstein structure on the symplectization as desired.
Proof of Proposition 1.6. The connected sum of two Legendrian knots can be achieved by a pinch move. Thus, if L and L bound disjoint Lagrangian disks, we may perform a pinch move to create a Lagrangian disk bounded by L#L .
Proof of Proposition 1.7. In [8] , it was shown that if there is a Lagrangian concordance from L to L then there is also a Lagrangian concordance from a given Legendrian satellite of L to the same satellite of L (in that paper it is assumed the concordance is a product at the end, but this hypothesis is not necessary, in light of Lemma 3.2, see [20] ). This was proven with "concordance" replaced by "decomposable concordance" in [32] . It is easy to check that the (n, 1)-cable of the maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant unknot U described in Theorem 1.7 results in U . Thus if L bounds a (decomposable) Legendrian disk, then there is a (decomposable) Lagrangian concordance from U to L, and hence a (decomposable) Lagrangian concordance from U to the
Given a Weinstein manifold (W, ω) (that is a manifold constructed from a union of standard symplectic 4-balls by attaching Weinstein handles), notice that there is a global Liouville vector field v. A Lagrangian submanifold L is called regular if the Weinstein structure is Weinstein homotopic to one in which L is tangent to v.
From our discussion above it is clear that if a Lagrangian L in a piece of a symplectization is decomposable then it is regular. Lemma 2.2 in [13] gives the converse, and so we have the following.
Lemma 3.4. A Lagrangian submanifold in the symplectization of a contact manifold is decomposable if and only if it is regular.
Our main interest in regular Lagrangian submanifolds is due to the following result. Proof. If the disk is decomposable then it is regular, by Lemma 3.4, and thus by Theorem 3.5, there is a Weinstein structure on B 4 for which the disk is the co-core of a Weinstein 2-handle. Thus, removing a neighborhood of the disk is the same as removing the 2-handle. So clearly the complement is a Weinstein manifold, and thus a Stein manifold [5] .
On the other hand, if the complement of the disk has a Stein structure, then we can get back to the 4-ball by adding a 2-handle whose core will be isotopic to the disk. By construction, it is regular and hence decomposable.
We end with a proof of Theorem 1.9 stating that decomposable Lagrangian disks come from the construction of Yasui and McCullough.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. If a Lagrangian disk D in (B 4 , ω std ) is decomposable, then it is regular, by Lemma 3.4. Thus, Theorem 3.5 implies that there is a Weinstein structure on (B 4 , ω std ) for which D is the Lagrangian equatorial disk in the 0-handle. This is precisely the set up in the construction discussed after Theorem 1.8.
Conversely, if D comes from this construction then it is clearly regular (since it is the Lagrangian equatorial disk in the 0-handle) and thus decomposable, by Lemma 3.4.
POSITIVE CONTACT SURGERIES
We begin by proving our main theorem concerning when contact (r)-surgery is fillable, for r ∈ (0, 1].
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let L be a Legendrian knot in (S 3 , ξ std ) and L a parallel copy of L. Let (M, ξ) be the result of (+1)-contact surgery on L and assume it is strongly symplectically fillable by (X, ω). We can blow down any exceptional spheres in (X, ω), and thus assume that (X, ω) is minimal. Now attach a Weinstein 2-handle to (X, ω) along L (which of course sits in (M, ξ)) to obtain the symplectic manifold (X , ω ). From Lemma 2.1 we know that (X , ω ) is minimal. Moreover, it is a strong symplectic filling of ∂X = S 3 . A well-known result of Gromov and McDuff [27, 35] says that X is symplectomorphic to B 4 with the standard symplectic structure. From the discussion in Section 2.1, it is clear that the boundary of the co-core of the Weinstein 2-handle is Legendrian isotopic to L and thus, since the co-core is Lagrangian, we see that L bounds a Lagrangian disk in the 4-ball. Now assume that L is a Legendrian knot in (S 3 , ξ std ) that bounds a Lagrangian disk D in (B 4 , ω std ). Theorem 3.1 says that we can remove a neighborhood of this disk to obtain a symplectic manifold (X, ω) with strongly convex boundary that is the result of contact (+1)-surgery on L.
We now verify that the result of removing a Lagrangian disk from B 4 will be an exact filling with the homology of S 1 × D 3 . By Lemma 3.3 there is a neighborhood of D in B 4 symplectomorphic to a neighborhood of the co-core of a Weinstein 2-handle. Removing this neighborhood will result in a symplectic manifold (X, ω) with convex boundary. Removing a disk from B 4 will give a homology S 1 × D 3 . Since the filling is a strong filling, there is a primitive α for ω near ∂X. Moreover, ω ∈ H 2 (X) = 0 so there is a primitive β for ω on all of X. In a neighborhood of ∂X, we have that α − β is a closed 1-form and so defines an element of H 1 (∂X) = Z. By adding a closed form to β ∈ H 1 (X) if necessary, we can assume that α − β = 0 in H 1 (∂X). Thus there is a function h defined near ∂X such that dh = α − β. Now if f is a function equal to 1 near ∂X, zero outside a larger neighborhood of ∂X then β + d(f h) is a global primitive for ω that agrees with α near ∂X. Thus (X, ω) is an exact symplectic filling of ∂X.
We have now completed the theorem for contact (r)-surgery when r = 1. We are left to see that when r ∈ (0, 1), the resulting manifold is never fillable (a stronger statement than showing that it is not strongly symplectically fillable). To this end, assume contact (r)-surgery on L in (S 3 , ξ std ) is symplectically fillable by (X, ω). Since smoothly this is not 0-surgery, we know ∂X is a rational homology sphere and hence we can assume that the filling is a strong filling, [14] . According to [33] , contact (r)-surgery on L has vanishing Heegaard Floer invariant whenever tb(L) + r < 0. Since this invariant must be non-vanishing for strongly symplectically fillable contact structures [22] , contact (r)-surgery on such an L must not be fillable for any r ∈ (0, 1) when tb(L) < 0. Now, assume that tb(L) ≥ 0. Consider a neighborhood N of L with convex boundary, and choose a framing on L so that the dividing curves have slope 0. After contact (r)-surgery on L, we have a solid torus N with Legendrian core L in the resulting manifold, and using a basis to compute slopes for ∂N induced from the basis on ∂N , we see that N is a torus with dividing curves of slope 0 and meridional slope r. As discussed in Section 2.3 we know that any slope clockwise of r and counterclockwise of 0 can be realized as the characteristic foliation on a standard neighborhood of a transverse knot T inside the surgery torus.
If there is an edge between r and 1 in the Farey tessellation, then the slope 1 curve is a longitude for the torus which is counter-clockwise of 0 (the contact framing of L), and we can perform an admissible transverse surgery on T with slope 1 by attaching a symplectic 2-handle to X using Theorem 2.2. This will give a weak symplectic filling of the resulting contact manifold, which by the discussion in Section 2.3 is the result of contact (+1)-surgery on L.
If there is not an edge in the Farey tessellation from r to 1 then choose s between r and 1 that is closest to 1 with an edge to r. The above argument provides a weak symplectic filling of contact (s)-surgery on L. As above, we can deform the symplectic structure to be a strong filling, and after doing this a finite number of times, we arrive at a strong symplectic filling of contact (+1)-surgery on L. However, given our assumption that tb(L) ≥ 0, we know that L does not bound a Lagrangian disk in B 4 , and so as above, contact (+1)-surgery on L cannot be strongly symplectically fillable. Thus, regardless of the value of tb(L), contact (r)-surgery on L is not symplectically fillable for any r ∈ (0, 1).
Finally, the statement about Stein fillings of contact (+1)-surgery follows from Corollary 3.6.
We now turn to larger contact surgeries and prove Proposition 1.11 concerning fillability of contact (r)-surgeries on Legendrian positive torus knots with maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant.
Proof of Proposition 1.11. Smooth (pq − 1)-surgery on a positive (p, q)-torus knot yields a lens space, [36] . We know that any tight contact structure on a lens space is Stein fillable, [24, 29] . In [31] , it was shown that contact (r)-surgery on a maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant (p, q)-torus knot L is tight for any r > 0. Since tb(L) = pq − p − q we see that contact (r − pq + p + q)-surgery on L corresponds to smooth r-surgery on L. Thus contact (r)-surgery on L is Stein fillable when r = p + q − 1. To show that this also holds for r > p + q − 1, we note that by Theorem 2.4, for any r > p + q − 1, we can find a Legendrian link in the result of contact (p + q − 1)-surgery on L such that doing Legendrian surgery on this link yields the result of contact (r)-surgery on L.
Moving to the (2, 2n + 1)-torus knot K n , recall that it was shown in [37] that the result of smooth r-surgery on K n does not admit a symplectically fillable contact structure for r ∈ [2n − 1, 4n), so contact (r)-surgery on the maximal Thurston-Bennequin invariant representative L n of K n with tb(L n ) = 2n − 1 is not symplectically fillable for r < 2n + 1. So to complete the proof of the proposition we need to see that the contact manifold (M n , ξ n ) coming from contact (2n+1)-surgery on L n is Stein fillable, and the result for r > 2n+1 will follow as in the preceding paragraph. (In [31, 37] , it is also shown that the result of smooth 4n-surgery on K n admits Stein fillable contact structures, but they are not necessarily the ones coming from contact (2n + 1)-surgery on L n .)
It is known that M 1 has exactly 3 tight contact structures: two are Stein fillable and one is not symplectically fillable, see Corollary 4.11 and Theorem 4.13 in [23] . The fillable contact structures have the three-dimensional homotopy invariant d 3 = 0, whereas the non-fillable one has
A simple calculation (see [11] ) shows that the contact structure ξ 1 coming from contact (3)-surgery has d 3 (ξ 1 ) = 0. Thus, (M 1 , ξ 1 ) is clearly Stein fillable.
On the other hand, the manifold M n for n > 1 admits exactly 4 tight contact structures, only two of which are known to be Stein fillable [23, Theorem 1.1] . In what follows, by using the d 3 invariant, we prove that (M n , ξ n ) is isotopic to one of the Stein fillable contact structures on M n . To this end, we first briefly recall the construction of all the tight contact structures on M n from [23, Section 4] . One starts with the manifold M 1 , see Figure 7 . As mentioned above, on
), where n − 1 is the number of terms in the chain of (−2)-framed unknots L. Ignoring L, we obtain the manifold M 1 . This diagram also describes the cobordism W n given by attaching 2-handles along the chain of the unknots L. If M 1 is given a contact structure, then W n can be made Stein by attaching Stein 2-handles along the unknots realized as Legendrian knots with maximal Thurston-Bennequin number.
M 1 there are exactly three tight contact structures, up to isotopy. Two of these, ξ 1 , ξ 2 , are Stein fillable, whereas the third Ξ is not fillable (see [23, Figures 6, 8] for their explicit contact surgery diagrams). One then performs Legendrian surgery on a chain of n − 1 Legendrian unknots with maximal Thurston-Bennequin number in each of ξ 1 , ξ 2 , Ξ and Ξ (here Ξ denotes the conjugate of Ξ, see [23, Remark 4.10(2)]) to obtain contact structures η 1 , η 2 , θ 1 , and θ 2 , respectively. It was shown in [23, Theorem 1.1] that these contact structure constitute the complete list of tight contact structures on M n for any n > 1. Note that η 1 and η 2 are Stein fillable, as Legendrian surgery preserves Stein fillability. It is unclear, however, if either of θ 1 or θ 2 is fillable.
Below we will compute that
, and
Since ξ n is a tight contact structure on M n , by [31] , and η 1 , η 2 , θ 1 , and θ 2 are the only tight structures on M n , up to isotopy, ξ n must be isotopic to one of η 1 and η 2 . In particular, (M n , ξ) is Stein fillable. We start by determining d 3 (ξ n ). Recall that ξ n is the contact structure on M n obtained by contact (2n + 1)-surgery on the Legendrian (2, 2n + 1)-torus knot L n with tb(L n ) = 2n − 1. As discussed in Section 2.1, contact (2n + 1)-surgery on K is effected by taking a Legendrian push-off L n of L n , stabilizing it once negatively, and taking 2n − 1 Legendrian push-offs of L n (for a total of 2n copies of L n ). Now perform contact (+1)-surgery on L n and contact (−1)-surgery on all the copies of L n . Notice that each copy of L n has rotation number −1. If X n is the cobordism from S 3 to M n obtained by attaching 2-handles to the Legendrian knots with the above prescribed framings, then [11] gives the formula
for the d 3 invariant, where c ∈ H 2 (X, ∂X) evaluates on the co-core of a 2-handle to be the rotation number of the corresponding Legendrian knot, σ(X n ) is the signature of X n , and χ(X n ) is the Euler characteristic. One may compute c = −n, σ(X n ) = 1 − 2n, and χ(X n ) = 2n + 1. . Let W n denote the Stein cobordism between (M 1 , ξ 1 ) and (M n , η 1 ). Since M 1 is a rational homology sphere, it is easy to see the d 3 invariant changes by the value 1 4 (c 2 − 3σ(W n ) − 2χ(W n )), and so we compute that
Similar calculations for the other contact structures show that
We now turn to the obstructions for symplectic fillability of positive contact surgery.
Proof of Theorem 1.12. We first assume that r = n is an integer. Let L ⊂ (S 3 , ξ std ) be a Legendrian knot, and n > 0 an integer such that contact (r)-surgery on L is symplectically filled by (X, ω).
Consider a neighborhood N of L with convex boundary, and choose a framing on L such that the dividing curves on ∂N have slope 0. Then, as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we have a solid torus N in ∂X with convex boundary, and using a basis for ∂N induced from the basis on ∂N to compute slopes, we see that N is a solid torus that has a convex boundary with dividing curves of slope 0 and meridional slope n. There is a transverse knot T isotopic to the core of N , and any slope clockwise of n and counterclockwise of 0 can be realized as the characteristic foliation on a standard neighborhood of T . In particular, the ∞ slope is an admissible slope, and we can perform admissible transverse surgery on T with slope ∞ to arrive back at S 3 .
We can assume that X has a strongly convex boundary: if the smooth surgery coefficient tb(L) + n is non-zero, then we can purturb the filling to have strongly convex boundary. If not, we replace n by n+1: we first find a Legendrian knot L in N such that Legendrian surgery on L gives the contact manifold resulting from contact (n + 1)-surgery on L, by Theorem 2.4. We can attach a Weinstein 2-handle to X along L to construct a weak filling of contact (n + 1)-surgery on L, by [19] , and since tb(L) + n + 1 = 0, this filling can be purturbed to have strongly convex boundary. Now since we assume that the filling has convex boundary, by Theorem 2.2, we can effect the admissible transverse surgery by attaching a symplectic 2-handle to T ⊂ ∂X, and construct a weak symplectic filling (X , ω ) of S 3 . By [27, 35] , we know that (X , ω ) must be B 4 with its standard symplectic structure blown-up some number of times. Since the co-core of the 2-handle is a disk with boundary smoothly isotopic to L, we see that the smooth knot type of L bounds a disk in B 4 #mCP 2 , for some m.
If r > 0 is a rational number, let n be the smallest integer such that n ≥ r. Then, we reduce the rational case to the integer case by noticing that the argument above shows that if contact (r)-surgery on L is symplectically fillable, then the result of contact (n)-surgery on L is likewise symplectically fillable.
Proof of Theorem 1.13. Continuing with the discussion from the previous proof, consider a smooth knot K that bounds a disk D in X = B 4 #mCP 2 . Choose a basis {e i } for H 2 (X, ∂X) ∼ = H 2 (X)
such that e i · e j = −δ ij . If i . So if we take the unique framing of the normal bundle of D in X, then it induces a framing on ∂D in S 3 for which the push-off of ∂D by the framing intersects −Σ exactly − d 2 i times. Thus, the linking of the push-off of ∂Σ with ∂D is d 2 i . In particular, removing a neighborhood of D from X will affect the boundary by removing a neighborhood of ∂D from S 3 and then gluing in a solid torus with meridian going to the longitude with framing d 2 i , as claimed. This observation will allow us to define the function f . According to [38] , if X is a 4-manifold with boundary S 3 and b . . , d m ) ∈ Z m satisfying the required inequality. To get the form of f from the introduction, note that the minimum will occur when d i ≥ 0 for all i and thus we can leave off the absolute value signs. Now, contact (r)-surgery on a Legendrian knot L results in the same manifold as smooth surgery on L with framing tb(L) + r. Let n be the smallest integer satisfying n ≥ r; as in the proof of Theorem 1.12, if contact (r)-surgery is fillable, then so is contact (n)-surgery. Then, by Theorem 1.12, we can find a smooth disk D in B 4 #mCP 2 for some m ≥ 0 giving d 2 i = tb(L) + n. According to the definition of f (τ ), this cannot happen unless tb(L) + n ≥ f (τ (L)).
Finally, if τ (L) < 0, then according to [33] , contact (r)-surgery on L has vanishing Heegaard Floer invariant for all r > 0. Since this invariant must be non-vanishing for strongly symplectically fillable contact structures [22] , contact (r)-surgery on such an L must not be strongly symplectically fillable for any r > 0. By the above discussion, if contact (r)-surgery is weakly fillable, then contact (r )-surgery is strongly fillable for some r ≥ r, so we conclude that contact (r)-surgery on such an L is not symplectically fillable in any manner for any r > 0.
